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Abstract: The blood–brain barrier (BBB) plays critical role in the human physiological system such
as protection of the central nervous system (CNS) from external materials in the blood vessel,
including toxicants and drugs for several neurological disorders, a critical type of human disease.
Therefore, suitable in vitro BBB models with fluidic flow to mimic the shear stress and supply of
nutrients have been developed. Neurological disorder has also been investigated for developing
realistic models that allow advance fundamental and translational research and effective therapeutic
strategy design. Here, we discuss introduction of the blood–brain barrier in neurological disorder
models by leveraging a recently developed microfluidic system and human organ-on-a-chip system.
Such models could provide an effective drug screening platform and facilitate personalized therapy
of several neurological diseases.

Keywords: neurological disorders; blood–brain barrier (BBB); microfluidic device; in vitro
model; neuroinflammation

1. Introduction

Neurological disorders (NDs), which are diseases of the central nervous system (CNS) and
peripheral nervous system (PNS) such as Alzheimer’s disease (AD) and Parkinson’s disease (PD),
have been on the increase whilst threatening the quality of life of affected individuals, especially the
elderly, and their families [1–5]. There are many causes of NDs, but their origin and trigger have not
yet been identified. Moreover, no therapeutic agents that can repair neural network damage caused
during NDs in both CNS and PNS are available to date [6–8], although high costs and manpower have
been invested in the development of new drugs. Therefore, development of effective drugs against
each ND is urgently needed. In the drug development process, one of the significant factors is the
development of effective drug-screening models, which would help lower costs and time. Generally,
the main models for drug screening can be categorized into two systems: in vitro cell-based model
and in vivo animal model. However, there are some critical limitations associated with using models
as an alternative to an actual human system. The in vitro cell-based model has numerous gaps in
comparison with an actual human biological system, such as bloodstream with an appropriated shear
stress as well as a nutrient and oxygen delivery mechanism. Contrastingly, the in vivo animal model
could not precisely emulate the human physiological system owing to species differentiation [9–11].
Moreover, there are severe ethical issues arising from the use of animals for screening drug candidates.
Hence, a novel model platform is urgently warranted to enable the replacement of or overcome the
shortcomings of both the aforementioned models.
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The concept of the neurovascular unit (NVU) has emerged to further study neuronal circumstances
and NDs [12–15]. An NVU comprises neuronal cells, predominantly encompassing neurons, astrocytes,
pericyte, and the surrounding blood endothelial cells. These cells and conditions, such as fluidic flow
and inflammatory state, should be considered as a unit or organ for analyzing the etiological approach
and drug screening more accurately. In fact, brain endothelial cells and neuronal cells could affect each
other by crosstalk via chemokine and cytokine secretion [16–18]. Moreover, fluidic flow could induce
the differentiation of blood endothelial cells owing to its shear stress [19–21]. Neurological studies have
revealed that there are several differences between a single neuronal cell and NVU [22–25]. From this
point of view, ND studies have been conducted to identify an in vitro NVU that would mimic the actual
NVU of a human body. For emulating an NVU in vitro, a microfluidic device should be integrated for
simulating fluidic flow mimicking the bloodstream in the vasculature. In this review, in vitro neuronal
models and blood–brain barrier (BBB) models are introduced. Subsequently, microfluidic-integrated
NVU models will be briefly introduced with the trials of reconstruction of NDs, such as AD and general
neuroinflammation in vitro. In this regard, each section in the review individually focuses on one of
the following in vitro models: BBB model, ND model, and ND model with microfluidic device.

2. In Vitro Blood–Brain Barrier (BBB) Model with a Microfluidic Platform

2.1. The Concept of the BBB

The BBB is a dynamic boundary between the brain and the bloodstream, which separates blood
fluid from the CNS, including the brain and spinal cord [26,27]. The BBB provides a physical and
biological barrier that controls passive and active transport [28]. The physical barrier is established by
vascular endothelial cells that are connected by tight junction proteins, including zonula occludens
1 (ZO-1) and claudin [29]. These proteins induce limited diffusion of ions and several biomolecules
through paracellular pathways. In detail, the BBB is a biological barrier for the CNS, and it selectively
transports diverse biomolecules such as essential nutrients and potentially harmful metabolic products.
In the case of selective transportation, the biomolecules that want to enter in CNS are required to take the
transcellular route through individual vascular endothelial cells. Only small lipophilic molecules such
as exosomes can pass through the BBB without any restrictions, and several prospective drug candidates
fail to overcome the BBB and its efflux transporters. There are two main transporters of the BBB,
ATP-binding cassette (ABC), which includes ABCG2/BCRP, ABCB1/MDR1, ABCA2, ABCA8, ABCC1,
ABCC4, and ABCC5, and solute-like carrier (SLC), which includes SLC7A5/LAT1, SLC2A1/GLUT1, and
SLC16A1/MCT1 in a real BBB system [30]. Thus, vascular endothelial cells and their tight junction are
the core components of the BBB in the CNS. In addition, pericytes and astrocytes, basement membranes,
and extracellular matrix (ECM) also play crucial roles in preserving the function of the BBB [31–33].
If the BBB permeability increases and dysregulation of influx and efflux occurs, toxic materials and
immune cells from the blood vessels penetrate the CNS. This damage has been correlated with various
NDs, including AD, PD, and multiple sclerosis [34]. Therefore, the development of relevant in vitro
platforms that can precisely emulate BBB phenotypes and enable monitoring of a change in BBB
integrity and neuronal degeneration could advance our understanding of NDs and facilitate new
drug development. An ideal in vitro BBB model should possess some essential features of the human
BBB. First, three-dimensional vessel-like structures should be made using vascular endothelial cells
originating from brain tissues. Additionally, co-culturing should be possible for inducing cell–cell
interactions between vascular endothelial cell and pericytes or astrocytes. Third, fluidic flow ought to
be presented on the vascular endothelium with similar shear stress. To date, co-culture and shear stress
have been successfully exhibited in several in vitro BBB models with microfluidics. Those microfluidic
models certainly overcome some limitations of traditional two-dimensional culture models including
different cell morphologies, differentiation levels, and gene expressions [35]. However, there are
still some challenging aspects pertaining to mimicking of BBB in vitro, namely varied cell lines,
cell differentiation, homeostasis, immune reaction, tissue maintenance, and cell structural support.
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In this section, several in vitro BBB models categorized into static and microfluidic-integrated systems
will be briefly discussed (Table 1).

2.2. Static BBB Model

For the development of the in vitro BBB model, many researchers have utilized the
membrane-integrated static cell culture system, which consisted of a larger well and inserted smaller
well with the porous membrane, for separating blood vessels from the neural site. The advantages of
the Transwell-based static model are ease of use and high-throughput drug delivery and penetration
assay. In general, the Transwell system has been frequently applied to form the BBB structure with
appropriate vascular endothelial cells such as human umbilical vein endothelial cells (HUVEC), human
cerebral microvascular endothelial cells (hCMEC), and primary human-derived vascular endothelial
cells [36–38]. Immortalized cell lines exhibit a loss of endothelium-specific properties, including loss
of tight junctions yielding subphysiologic transendothelial electrical resistance (TEER). In addition,
it is difficult to obtain human primary vascular endothelial cells in sufficient quantities for drug
screening and disease model development, and thus, the procedure cannot be readily expanded to a
larger scale. Recently, some attempts have been made to differentiate human pluripotent stem cells
(hPSCs) to vascular endothelial cells in an in vitro BBB model for achieving the relevant physiology by
recapitulation of the key signaling pathways in vivo. Qian et al. constructed an in vitro BBB model
using hPSC-derived vascular endothelial cells and the Transwell system [39] (Figure 1a). The authors
claimed that differentiated vascular endothelial cells expressed specific markers, formed BBB, and
exhibited efflux transporter properties. Moreover, these cells showed tube formation, low-density
lipoprotein uptake, and high TEER value of >3000 ohm·cm2, similar to the vascular endothelial cells
in vivo. Qi et al. also used human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs) that differentiated into two
different kinds of cells, astrocytes and vascular endothelial cells [40] (Figure 1b). For mimicking the
human microphysiological BBB system more closely, poly(lactic-co-glycolic) acid (PLGA) nanofiber
was used to form a nanofibrous mesh on a 3D printed holder. Using this porous structure, differentiated
astrocytes and endothelium were co-cultured under static conditions in the presence of a strong BBB.
When applying anti-glioblastoma multiforme (GBM) drugs and the neurotoxic peptide [amyloid-beta
(Aβ) 1-42], TEER values were decreased, but the barrier functions were maintained to a certain extent.
For quantifying transendothelial delivery of nanoparticles, De Jong et al. developed a filter-free
in vitro BBB model using a collagen gel on a conventional well plate, which was covered with an
hCMEC/D3 cell monolayer [41]. The authors indicated that there are limitations to the testing of
transendothelial delivery of nanoparticles using an extracellular matrix-coated porous membrane
filter owing to the adhesion of numerous types of nanoparticles in a membrane filter and within
the filter pores. This filter-free BBB model allowed for high-throughput quantitative measurement
of transendothelial transport of nanocarriers via fluorescence spectroscopy. Through this platform,
nano-sized polymersomes showed 6.6% ± 2.2% transcytosis. Using this platform, the transendothelial
transport of drug-loaded nanoparticles could be evaluated in a setting that more closely mimics the
human BBB in vivo. Stebbins et al. demonstrated that pericytes play important roles in the formation
and physiological function of BBB [42] (Figure 1c). Therefore, the brain pericyte-like cells, differentiated
from the neural crest stem cells (NCSCs), were co-cultured with endothelial cells and neuronal cells
(astrocytes and neurons). They asserted that the brain pericyte-like cells induced BBB properties in brain
microvascular endothelial cells (BMECs), including barrier enhancement and transcytosis reduction.
Furthermore, brain pericyte-like cells were incorporated with iPSC-derived BMECs, astrocytes, and
neurons to form an isogenic human NVU model, which is useful for ND studies and drug development.
However, these static models could not precisely mimic the human BBB system because some key
elements, such as blood flow, were missing.
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Table 1. Advantages and limitations of current in vitro BBB models.

Structure Advantage Limitation Function Reference

Static BBB Model

2D static Transwell
High-integrity of BBB using
hPSCs-derived vascular endothelial
cells for BBB formation

No fluidic flow and shear stress Monitoring BBB integrity such as TEER [37]

3D printed holder and
electrospun PLGA

Mesh for BBB

Significant barrier integrity with tight
junction protein expression by PLGA
nanofiber mesh

No fluidic flow and shear stress
Too thick to mimic the membrane
below BBB

Testing anti-brain tumor drugs
(paclitaxel and bortezomib) and a
neurotoxic peptide (amyloid β 1-42)

[38]

2D static filter-free BBB model
Prevention of adhesion of numerous
types of nanoparticles to the membrane
filter

No fluidic flow and shear stress
Not to use astrocyte to form BBB

Observation of transendothelial
delivery of PEG-P(CL-g-TMC)
polymersomes

[39]

2D static Transwell

Barrier enhancement and reduced
transcytosis by iPSC-derived BMECs,
astrocytes, pericyte, and neurons to
form an isogenic human model.

No fluidic flow and shear stress
Measurement of TEER value and
permeability with iPSC-derived
BMECs, astrocytes, and pericyte

[40]

Microfluidic-integrated
BBB Model

Horizontal-aligned BBB models
Easy-to-make BBB model with
astrocyte, endothelium, and neuron
with 3D hydrogel structure

A low contact area between
neuronal and vascular channels

Measurement of TEER, permeability,
efflux activity
Applicable to mechanical stress and the
change of BBB integrity

[41–43]

Vertical-aligned BBB models
Induction of crosstalk between
neuronal cells and vascular
endothelium via the porous membrane

Relatively hard-to-make the
vertical structure comparing
horizontal model
A low contact area between
neuronal and vascular channels

Monitoring TEER value
Evaluation of drug permeability and
cytotoxicity of CNS drug candidates
Pulse generation for enhanced
permeability

[44–47]

Tubular structure
Structural similarity of the blood vessel
in BBB with 3D neuronal structure
Induction of biological membrane

Insufficient factors to mimic the
in vitro BBB
The difficulty of maintaining for an
extended period

Monitoring TEER value and
permeability
Observation of increased leukocyte
adhesion on endothelium

[48–50]
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Figure 1. In vitro static blood–brain barrier (BBB) models. (a) 2D Transwell-based BBB model by
human pluripotent stem cell (hPSC)-derived cells. Reproduced with permission from [37]. Copyright
2017, American Association for the Advancement of Science (AAAS). (b) 2D nanofiber-based BBB
model by 3D printed holder and electrospun poly(lactic-co-glycolic acid) (PLGA) mesh and human
induced pluripotent stem cell-derived cells for BBB. Reproduced with permission from [38]. Copyright
2018, ACS Publications. (c) 2D Transwell-based BBB model with isogenic human model by iPSCs.
Reproduced with permission from [40]. Copyright 2017, American Association for the Advancement
of Science (AAAS).

2.3. In Vitro Microfluidic-Integrated BBB Model

There have been in vitro BBB models with microfluidic devices in order to add similar functions
of the in vivo BBB system. The actual BBB is positioned between blood flow and the neural tissue and
prevents the transport of biomolecules. Thus, microfluidic flow with vascular endothelial cells should
be essential to mimic the human BBB and its physiological functions. For the observation of barrier
function and transcytosis of molecules, the BBBs were positioned in the middle of the channels and
the divided channels were aligned horizontally or vertically. Prabhakarpandian et al. developed a
simple microfluidics vasculature model of the BBB with a horizontal-aligned structure [43]. Two spaces,
the apical and basolateral side were positioned horizontally and divided by the micropillar with 3 µm
gap. At the apical side, vascular endothelial cells were maintained, and they blocked the FITC–dextran
permeation from the apical side to the basolateral side. In this system, upregulation of tight junction
proteins was observed by Western blot analysis of ZO-1 and claudin-1. Deosarkar et al. also exhibited
a similar strategy, consisting of a tissue chamber at the center and a surrounding vascular channel
for applying fluidic flow [44]. The authors claimed that the developed BBB chip not only allows for
culturing of brain endothelial cells under shear flow that mimic the microvessels in vivo, but also
permits interactions between the endothelial cells and astrocyte in the middle chamber. Partyka et al.
showed a 3D model of the BBB, composed of two horizontal channels and a hydrogel reservoir at
the center of the two channels [45] (Figure 2a). In this system, there were two specific functions that
applied cyclic strain stimulation by the pressure and electrical system to measure the TEER value in
situ. A pulsatile flow to the vessel channels induced pulsatile strain to the vascular wall, offering an
opportunity to investigate stretch-induced transport. Through this platform, pulsatile wave facilitates
retrograde transport of high molecular weight dextran along the basement membrane between the
basal endothelium and astrocytes.

Vertically aligned microfluidic channels have also been utilized to develop an in vitro BBB system.
Booth et al. developed a microfluidic BBB model comprising two perpendicular flow channels and two
TEER electrodes with a comparatively thin culture membrane (10 µm) [46] (Figure 2b). This microfluidic
BBB model showed significantly higher TEER levels than the static models, with a comparatively short
time to steady-state TEER; real-time TEER measurement provided information regarding transient
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effects of histamine exposure. For testing the effectiveness of several drugs against NDs, a similar BBB
model was used to measure the TEER value and quantify drug permeation from the luminal to the
abluminal side via liquid chromatography (LC) [47]. Dynamic models, which applied fluidic flow with
15 dyne/cm2 shear stress to mimic in vivo BBB, produced a significantly higher average TEER and lower
drug permeability than static models. Additionally, astrocyte and vascular endothelial cell co-culture
models exhibited a higher average TEER and lower drug permeability than monoculture models.
Shao et al. also demonstrated drug permeability by performing drug screening and drug-induced
cytotoxicity by constructing a microfluidic BBB model, which comprised hCMECs for BBB formation
and glioma cells (U251) in a 3D hydrogel [48]. Through this platform, BBB permeability and antitumor
activity of CNS drug candidates could be simultaneously evaluated. The authors claimed that this
device enables rapid analysis of drug candidates and accelerates drug development. Bonakdar et
al. developed a microfluidic platform with electrical equipment for real-time measurement of BBB
permeability via estimation of the pulsed electric field effect [49]. Consequently, pulsed electric
fields enhanced drug delivery by disrupting the integrity of BBB and allowing impermeable drugs
to translocate through BBB. Increased permeability of the BBB model at sub-electroporation pulses
suggests that permeabilization is induced by the paracellular pathway via opening of tight junctions.

Figure 2. In vitro microfluidic-integrated BBB models. (a) Horizontal-aligned microfluidic BBB
model with 3D hydrogel structure for induction of crosstalk between neuronal cells and endothelium.
Reproduced with permission from [43]. Copyright 2017, Elsevier. (b) Vertical-aligned microfluidic
BBB model with porous membrane for the separation of two channels and transendothelial electrical
resistance (TEER) electrodes. Reproduced with permission from [44]. Copyright 2012, The Royal
Society of Chemistry (RSC). (c) 3D tubular structure-based BBB model with porous tube (mimicking
a microcapillary) that simultaneously scaffolds the cells and allows for species transport toward
the external environment. Reproduced with permission from [49]. Copyright 2017, WILEY-VCH.
(d) Human induced pluripotent stem cells (iPSCs)-derived blood–brain barrier microvessels by the
wire removal method. Reproduced with permission from [50]. Copyright 2019, Elsevier.

Actual blood vessels in the neurological system are in the form of 3D tubes, which enables them to
establish greater contact with neural tissues and interact with them as opposed to a 2D model. Vascular
endothelial cells tend to engulf the inner channels or form tubular structures and BBB structures.
Thus, several attempts have been made to construct an in vitro BBB using artificial channels. Kim et al.
developed a 3D in vitro brain microvasculature system embedded within the bulk of a collagen
matrix [50]. To construct a BBB, a microneedle was applied to the 3D collagen matrix to form a channel.
The cylindrical collagen microchannels, created using a microneedle, were surrounded by vascular
endothelial cells, and the developed BBB was utilized for testing the permeability and cytotoxicity
of hyperosmotic mannitol, which causes disruption of the barrier function. Moreover, recovery of
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the barrier function was also exhibited after four days. Marino et al. constructed a microtubular
structure inspired by the brain capillaries via two-photon lithography, and it was used as a basement
membrane of the artificial BBB, which had been formed by coculturing vascular endothelial cells and
glioblastoma cells [51] (Figure 2c). This platform was constructed in line with the actual dimensions of
a human BBB and showed the maturation of tight junctions and excellent BBB performance, including
prevention of transcytosis of biomaterials and high TEER value. The main advantage of two-photon
lithography is that the pore size, pore density, and capillary diameter can be easily controlled. Linville
et al. utilized iPSC-derived vascular endothelial cells to construct BBB with 3D ECM gel and a
microstructured channel via microwire elimination after ECM hardening [52] (Figure 2d). Vascular
endothelial cells reached quiescence and led to the development of a uniform basement membrane and tight
junction protein within six days. Furthermore, several BBB functions such as inhibition of permeability or
leukocyte adhesion were tested using a P-glycoprotein (P-gp) inhibitor or via cytokine activation, respectively.
Besides construction of a tube-shaped microchannel, spheroids were formed for studying the in vitro BBB
model [53,54]. The spheroid core consists of neural cells including astrocytes, whereas vascular endothelial
cells and pericytes cover the neural cell surface and act as BBB, which in turn regulates biomolecule transport.
Compared with the 2D-Transwell system, the spheroid model of BBB showed higher expression of tight
junction proteins, VEGF-dependent permeability, efflux pump activity, and receptor-mediated transcytosis
of angiopep-2. The authors claimed that this BBB spheroid model is easily scalable to high-throughput
capacity owing to its ease of use and low costs involved in the development of spheroids.

3. In Vitro Neurological Disorder Models

The CNS is one of the most complex, highly compartmentalized, and layered organ systems
consisting of diverse cell types; its functional connectivity is established through axons and dendrites [55].
Various animal models were developed to study and understand brain function and related diseases [56].
Even though these models provide valuable insights into the CNS and its related disease, they are
limited by high costs, labor-intensive procedures, and low-throughput [57]. These limitations have
driven scientists to develop high-throughput, low-cost, and simple in vitro ND models. Technological
advancement over the past decade in the field of microfluidics [58] and micro-electromechanical systems
have further fueled the development of in vitro CNS and related disease models. In this section, we
summarize some of the currently developed microfluidic platforms for CNS disease models (Table 2).

3.1. 2D Microfluidic ND Models

Compared with the conventional cell culture methods, microfluidic cell culture methods possess
several attractive features, including continuous nutrient supply, less liquid consumption, ease of
handling, less time consumption, and low costs. Hence, microfluidic systems are invaluable and
versatile tools for cell-based assays [59,60]. Compartmentalized microfluidic systems (CMSs) [61,62]
composed of multiple chambers separated by microgroove arrays, which allows the specific isolation
of subcellular components (e.g., segregated axons and soma of the neurons) are particularly useful
for studying neuron–neuron interaction, synapse formation, axon signaling, myelination, and other
important parameters that are essential for understanding NDs [63,64].

The spinal cord is an essential and complex part of CNS, which serves as the path for motor
and sensory neurons. Spinal cord injuries (SCIs) arise when its complex structure is damaged by
external forces, thereby resulting in total or partial loss of its function [65]. 2D CMSs are one of the
useful platforms to study such kinds of SCIs. Several 2D in vitro microfluidic device models have been
developed for studying and examining axonal injury. All of the microfluidic platforms utilize multiple
compartments and adopt various injury mechanisms or approaches, including vacuum-assisted [66,67],
physical (stretch and strain), and chemical-based injuries [68] for studying numerous physical and
biochemical factors involved in SCIs and for developing therapeutic agents to treat such conditions.

Besides the axonal injuries, 2D CMSs have also been used for studying the pathophysiology of
various neurodegenerative diseases and for investigating their feasibility as a drug screening tool.
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For instance, Cho et al. used a microfluidic chemotaxis platform for studying AD. This platform
facilitates the study of microglial accumulation in response to week-long gradients of soluble Aβ and
patterns of surface-bound Aβ. This study helps improve the elucidation of microglial migration and
provides insights into the pathophysiology of AD [69] (Figure 3a). In another CMS-based AD model, Song
et al. demonstrated and provided evidence for the spreading of Aβ through neuronal connections [70].
In another example, Kunze et al. studied the pathogenesis of amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), which is
a common motor neuronal disease, by co-culturing neurons and astrocytes with wild-type or mutated
superoxide dismutase enzyme 1 (SOD1) for demonstrating oxidative stress on cortical neurons [71].
For the first time, Southam et al. constructed a co-culture system for forming an excellent neuromuscular
junction (NMJ) for studying ALS. They revealed that the elongated axons come in contact with myotubes
and also demonstrated the role of glial cells in motor neuron spreading [72] (Figure 3b). Such kinds of 2D
microfluidic ND models are advantageous owing to their ease of application and ease of quantification as
well as owing to their integrated optical and electric stimulation; thus, their use can be further explored in
future studies for discovering therapeutic agents against NDs.

3.2. 3D Microfluidic Neurological Disorder Model

The neuroscience research field is revolutionizing owing to the advances in 3D neuronal culture
models derived from human stem cells [73]. These models help in a reliable recapitulation of in vivo
cytoarchitecture as opposed to the conventional 2D and animal models. There are two typical
approaches that can be adopted for creating 3D neural models: brain organoids and brain-on-a-chip
technology [74,75]. Recently, these technologies have been combined to generate a new 3D model
of organoids-on-a-chip [76]. These technologies have been utilized recently by numerous scientists
globally to generate new reliable ND models.

Park et al. developed a 3D AD model on a chip which consists of a concave array of microwell
for forming homogeneous neurospheroids. They tested the toxic effect of Aβ on neurospheroids,
and for the first time, they proposed a 3D microfluidic in vitro brain model for neurodegenerative
disease and high-throughput drug screening [77] (Figure 3c). Recently, a 3D human AD triculture
system containing neurons, astrocytes, and microglia in a 3D microfluidic platform was developed
by Park et al. [78] This model possesses most of the key AD features such as Aβ aggregation, p-tau
accumulation, and neuroinflammatory activity such as microglia recruitment and neurotoxic activity
(including axonal cleavage). A majority of AD features have been recapitulated by this model in a
single microfluidic platform to date.

PD is a complex neurodegenerative disorder characterized by severe loss of nigrostriatal
dopaminergic fibers. In a recent study, a 3D microfluidic platform was utilized to cultivate PD
patient-specific dopaminergic neurons. In contrast to 2D culture, 3D approaches reveal robust
endophenotypes affecting only dopaminergic neurons. This model has the potential to develop
patient-specific therapeutic drugs against the disease [79]. In a recent study, 3D co-culture and
compartmentalization of mouse embryonic stem cells (mESCs)-derived motor neurons and skeletal
muscle cells within an ECM were utilized to create NMJs [80]. The optogenetic approach was used to
facilitate MN excitation. This model can be extended to study NDs including ALS. The optogenetic
approach was used to facilitate MN excitation. This model is extended in the latter study to mimic the
neurological disorder ALS by the same group [81] (Figure 3d). Human iPS-derived muscle cells along
with the optogenetic motor neuron derived from ALS patient were utilized to realize ALS disease
on-chip. ALS motor neurons generated fewer muscle contractions and motor neuron degradation
compared to non-ALS chips.
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Table 2. Advantages and limitations of current in vitro microfluidic ND models

Structure Advantage Limitation Function Reference

2D Neurological
Disorder Model

Axonal injury
model

Easy to mimic, simple to
perform and versatile

High precision requires a more
complex microfluidic device
Maybe an inappropriate
model for SCIs study

Simple methods
employed for
disconnection and
regeneration of axons
Myelination along with
the axonal growth via
oligodendrocyte

[64–66]

ALS model

Co-culture systems to form
good NMJ
Simplified and efficient
system to demonstrate
formation of NMJ

Not using 3D ECM materials
Drug screening platform
for neurodegenerative
disease involving NMJ

[70,79]

AD model AD was induced simply by
applying Aβ

Not precise model for AD
Short maintenance period
when comparing Aβ

deposition time

Analysis of neuronal cell
viability towards Aβ

Microglia migration
assay by applying Aβ

Mimicry of the
interstitial flow
in the brain

[67,80]

3D Neurological
Disorder Model

AD model

3D Human Tri-Culture System
Modeling AD provides critical
AD features such as Aβ

aggregation, p-tau
accumulation, and
neuroinflammatory and
neurotoxic activity
The precise model
recapitulates most AD features

Complex process involved in
the generation of the human
AD tri-culture model
Proper control of critical
factors such as pH, oxygen
tension, etc. is difficult in
3D culture

Enables the study of
microglia recruitment,
neuroinflammatory
response and
neuron/astrocyte
damages

[75,76]

ALS model
3D muscular strips and motor
neuron elongation in 3D to
generate functional NMJ

No information on pathogenic
roles of astrocytes, glia and
other factors in ALS

Optogenetic stimulation
enabled contraction
Can serve as ALS disease
model with ALS-patient
derived cells

[77]

PD model

PD-specific dopaminergic
neurons in 3d microfluidics
The 3D approach reveals
robust endophenotype

Only neurons were assessed
Other cell types which
contribute to PD pathology
were ignored

In-vitro models for
patient stratification and
personalized drug
development

[78]

Figure 3. In vitro neurological disorder models. (a) 2D microfluidic Alzheimer’s disease (AD) platform to
study microglial responses to various types of Aβ. Reproduced with permission from [67], copyright 2013
under creative common license (attribution—noncommercial). (b) 2D compartmentalized microfluidic
neuromuscular junction (NMJ) model to study amyotrophic lateral sclerosis (ALS), reproduced with
permission from [70], copyright 2013, Elsevier. (c) A hydrogel free 3D neurospheroid-based AD model
congaing concave microwell to generate a neurospheroid and study neurotoxicity of Aβ. Reproduced with
permission from [75] copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). (d) Neural outgrowth and
formation of a human motor unit along with NMJ in a 3D ALS motor unit model and NMJs in microfluidic
devices reproduced with permission from [79]. Copyright 2018, AAAS.
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4. In Vitro BBB-integrated Neuronal Models

4.1. In Vitro Neurovascular Unit Models

As previously discussed, the BBB comprises an interface between peripheral circulation and the
CNS. The main functions of the BBB are not only nutrient supply to the CNS and waste product removal
but also the prevention of pathogens and release of toxic products from blood vessels [82]. However,
most in vitro models of BBBs include only brain vascular endothelial cells and astrocytes in a static or
fluidic culture system. Therefore, it has a significant limitation regarding the emulation of an actual
in vivo human physiological system of neural systems and NDs. NVU consists of several cell types
including vascular cells (endothelial cells, pericytes, and vascular smooth muscle cells), glia (astrocytes,
microglia, and oligodendrocytes), and neurons [12]. In this concept, the BBB is part of the NVU that
prevents uncontrolled materials and pathogens into the brain and mediates the exchange of molecules
via a specialized substrate-specific transport system. The in vitro NVU system has been provided as
a model to study interactions among the CNS neurons, the cerebrospinal fluid compartment, and
circulating or resident immune cells including microglia. In this section, representative in vitro NVU
models with their specific functions for emulating in vivo human NVU will be discussed; furthermore,
details on the transcytosis of biomaterials or nanoparticles will be provided below (Table 3).

Adriani et al. exhibited an in vitro 3D neurovascular microfluidic model comprising the BBB
and neurons for mimicking the neurovascular model [83] (Figure 4a). In this system, the channels
of media, neurons, astrocytes, and endothelial cells were aligned horizontally, and two neuronal
channels were made up of collagen, similar to the actual 3D neuronal structure. Neurons could be
quantitatively analyzed in terms of neuronal responses with neurite outgrowth and neuronal activity,
whereas endothelial cells form BBB and perform specific functions, such as size-selective permeability,
similar to the existing in vitro BBB models. Nguyen et al. developed a hybrid elastomer–plastic
microdevice using amine-functionalized poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) to mimic the human BBB
in vitro [84]. In brief, poly-dopamine was functionalized on the amine-functionalized PDMS to provide
a stable surface for culturing vascular endothelial cells and astrocytes. Using this platform, the authors
showed four characters for verifying the formation of BBB, NVU, tight junctions, actin filaments as
well as the expression of tight junction protein (ZO-1) and the low permeability of FITC–dextran
molecules. As opposed to the monoculture model of endothelial cells, coculturing of astrocytes and
vascular endothelial cells revealed greater integrity of BBB, as estimated TEER value measurements
and permeability test results, as well as higher F-actin expression. Brown et al. successfully fabricated
the in vitro NVU model consisting of vascular space and a 3D brain parenchyma site [85]. A filter
membrane was positioned between these two channels, and crosstalk between pericyte–astrocyte and
endothelial cells was enabled. The perfusion channel was presented on the brain parenchyma channel
to supply nutrients and apply some biomaterials. This dual perfusion nature of this device allows
for the manipulation of either side of the BBB as well as differential delivery of drugs and nutrients
to either the vasculature or brain chamber. A similar structure and composition of the in vitro NVU
was revealed, consisting of pericytes, astrocytes, and vascular endothelial cells [86] (Figure 4b). In situ
measurement of the TEER value was successfully taken by inserting two independent electrodes into
two separate microfluidic channels. As expected, the tri-culture model, which consisted of pericytes,
astrocytes, and endothelial cells, showed the highest TEER value and lowest permeability. Additionally,
P-gp efflux pump was functionally expressed on the endothelial cells of bi- and tri-culture models.
However, development of in vitro NVU was limited using stable cell lines because immortalized cells
do not exactly or equivalently mimic the functions of actual endothelial cells and neuronal cells.
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Figure 4. In vitro BBB-integrated neurovascular unit models. (a) Horizontal-aligned microfluidic
neurovascular unit model with neuron, astrocyte, and endothelium. Reproduced with permission
from [81]. Copyright 2017, The Royal Society of Chemistry (RSC). (b) Vertical-aligned neurovascular unit
consisting neuron, astrocyte, pericyte, and endothelium with Ag/AgCl TEER electrodes. Reproduced
with permission from [84]. Copyright 2016, ACS publication. (c) Horizontal-aligned neurovascular
unit model with neural stem cells (NSCs) and endothelium for induction of crosstalk between NSC and
endothelium. Reproduced with permission from [87]. Copyright 2014, WILEY-VCH.

Some attempts have been made to use neuronal cells and endothelial cells that had been
differentiated from stem cells for developing NVU. Appelt-Menzel et al. established in vitro NVUs
using iPSCs and induced multipotent stem cells (iMSCs) [87]. The authors mentioned that the
developed neurovascular model showed a TEER value of 2500 Ω·cm2 and upregulation of BBB-related
genes. Additionally, tight junction proteins were found to be present, and a reduction in TEER value
was confirmed by treatment with claudin-specific tight junction modulators. Thus, the abovementioned
neurovascular model can be personalized to specific individuals using their respective cells. Canfield
et al. also constructed an NVU model comprising isogenic endothelial cells, astrocytes, pericytes, and
neurons differentiated from iPSCs [88]. Barrier tightening induced by iPSC-derived astrocytes and
neurons indicates their BBB-inductive capacity. However, such aforementioned systems involve the
application of stem cell-derived cells to a traditional Transwell system, which could not mimic fluidic
flow. Shin et al. developed a 3D neurovascular model, which consisted of vascular endothelial cells and
neural stem cells on a 3D collagen structure with a microfluidic device [89] (Figure 4c). This microfluidic
platform comprising 3D ECM and endothelial cells can elicit spatiotemporal control of the neural stem
cells by generating a gradient of chemical factors and maximizing paracrine- and autocrine-signaling
effects. Consequently, vascular endothelial cells could regulate self-renewal and differentiation of neural
stem cells. In detail, they suppressed neuronal generation but promoted differentiation into astrocytes
and oligodendrocytes. Using this platform, it was possible to observe how stem cells inside an NVU
released secretomes from endothelial cells. Campisi et al. emulated the microvascular structure in 3D
self-organized endothelial cells and surrounding pericytes [90]. The iPSC-derived vascular endothelial
cells underwent angiogenesis to the 3D hydrogel, where iPSC-derived pericytes and astrocyte were
maintained. These neuronal cells formed an actual neurovascular network, comprising small lumens
(approximately measuring 70 µm in diameter) and showing low permeability and transport selectivity.
Moreover, gene expression of membrane transporters, tight junction, and extracellular matrix proteins,
was similar to the in vivo neurovascular models with equivalent geometrical structures. Using these
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in vitro NVU models with BBB, it is possible to test certain biological events such as transcytosis,
angiogenesis, and neuronal disorder development.

4.2. In Vitro Neurological Disorder Models

Neuronal disorders, including AD, multiple sclerosis, PD, and ALS that negatively affect
mental and physical functioning, occur in the CNS owing to the loss of neuronal structure and
function [91]. Recent studies have recognized that the inflammatory process is closely related to
multiple neurodegenerative pathways. Neuroinflammation is defined as the reactive response of the
CNS against elements that interfere with homeostasis inside or outside the CNS and is characterized by
increased glial activation, pro-inflammatory cytokine concentration, BBB permeability, and leukocyte
invasion [92–94]. It may be initiated in response to a variety of cues, including infection, traumatic
brain injury, toxic metabolites, or autoimmunity. As a result, the neuroinflammation process should
affect neuronal cells in CNS and induce loss of cellular functions and in turn give rise to the symptoms
of neuronal disorders. Therefore, it is important to mimic the neuroinflammatory state in a microfluidic
neurovascular model for studying neuronal disorders. Achyuta et al. developed an in vitro NVU
model comprising vascular endothelium, astrocytes, neurons, and microglia [95]. For inducing an
inflamed state in this model, a pro-inflammatory cytokine, TNF-α, was added to the microfluidic
chip, after which the barrier function of the BBB was found to decrease. Additionally, microglia and
astrocytes were activated by TNF-α from the vascular channel. This phenomenon was shown to be the
initial step of neuroinflammation. The authors claimed that this system could facilitate the delivery of
nutrients, drugs, cells (immune or stem cells), nanomaterials, and microbes via vascular channels and
enable the elucidation of its biological changes. Cho et al. established a 3D NVU model and induced
neuroinflammation via TNF-α secretion and ischemia [96] (Figure 5a). Before achieving an inflamed
state, BBB permeability was tested for transcytosis of FITC–dextran and neutrophils, and inhibition
of penetration was observed. The purpose of inducing a neuroinflammatory state was to show the
biological changes after treatment with drugs such as edaravone and Y27632. On administration of
edaravone, an antioxidant, the expression of tight junction slightly increased from 46% to 53%. It was
successfully demonstrated that this kind of NVU model could be utilized as a drug-screening platform
against neuroinflammation. Herland et al. also constructed a 3D neuroinflammation model consisting
of pericytes, astrocytes, and vascular endothelial cells. The cylindrical vascular channel was generated
in collagen gel via a pressure-driven viscous fingering method [97] (Figure 5b). On application
of this method, a normal 3D cell–cell interaction was observed, and neuroinflammation was also
observed after stimulation with TNF-α. Measurement of the five pro-inflammatory cytokines, namely
granulocyte colony-stimulating factor (G-CSF), granulocyte macrophage-colony stimulating factor
(GM-CSF), interleukin-6 (IL-6), IL-8, and IL-17, revealed that neuroinflammation could be more closely
mimicked in a living brain than in a static Transwell culture even when the same cells were co-cultured.

Besides simulation of neuroinflammation, some studies emulated specific neuronal disorders,
including AD and brain tumors. Koo et al. demonstrated the neurotoxic effect of organophosphate-based
compounds, which could cause excitotoxicity, seizures, and brain damage via acetylcholinesterase
inhibition [98] (Figure 5c). For toxicity screening, the 3D NVU model consisted of two horizontally
aligned channels: a vascular fluidic channel and a 3D gel–cell-matrix without an artificial membrane.
The results revealed that organophosphates infiltrated BBB and rapidly inhibited acetylcholinesterase
activity and that in vitro toxicity correlated with in vivo toxicity. Xu et al. developed an organotypic
NVU model to investigate metastatic brain tumors [99] (Figure 5d). Some malignant cancer cell lines,
including MDA-MB-231 and A549, were found to show strong transcytosis from blood vessels to brain
tissues on application of the aforementioned model. Additionally, the model enables visualization of
morphological and phenotypical changes of vascular endothelial cells as well as quantitative evaluation
of various drugs against tumor cells. As previously described, Park et al. constructed an in vitro
model of AD using a 3D brain-on-a-chip technology; this model consisted of neurospheroids and
interstitial flow, which mimicked the environment of an actual brain [77]. Neurospheroids cultured
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while maintaining interstitial flow were larger and formed a more robust and complex neural network
than those cultured under static conditions. For AD induction, Aβ peptides were continuously
treated with neurospheroids while maintaining an appropriate flow rate; this model showed reduced
viability of neurospheroids and caused significantly more destruction of neural networks, whereas the
static model showed better viability. As a cost-effective alternative method to animal testing, such
microfluidic-based NVU models can be scaled to high-throughput for screening potential drugs to treat
neuronal disorders, even though they need to be developed using some crucial elements, including
immune cells, and under in vivo-like physiological circumstances.

Table 3. Advantages and limitations of in vitro neurovascular unit and disorder models.

Structure/Condition Advantage Limitation Function Reference

Neurovascular Unit
Models

Horizontal -aligned
neurovascular unit
(heuron, astrocyte,
endothelium)

Enable quantitative
assessment of
neuronal responses

Mixed cell origin make it
difficult to mimic human
(Rat astrocyte and neuron,
human cerebral
microvascular endothelium)

Monitoring TEER value
and permeability [81]

Horizontal-aligned
neural network
(astrocyte, endothelium)

Providing a stable
surface for culturing
human cells by
dopamine coating

No pericytes and neurons
Human umbilical vein
endothelial cells are not
brain endothelium

Monitoring TEER value
and permeability [82]

Vertical -aligned
neurovascular unit
(neuron, astrocyte,
pericyte, endothelium)

Allowing cell-to-cell
communication

Incorrect TEER value
compared to Transwell
system due to narrow
microchannel

Monitoring TEER value
and permeability [83]

Vertical -aligned
neurovascular unit
(astrocyte, pericyte,
endothelium)

Robustness of in vitro
model of the BBB by
tri-culture model

No neurons in device
Showing functional
expression of the P-gp
efflux pump

[84]

Static Transwell model
(astrocyte, neuron,
endothelium)

Use the human-derived
stem cells for forming
neurovascular unit

Not to use fluidic flow
Transport study
regarding several
neuronal drugs

[85,86]

Horizontal -aligned
neurovascular unit
(neural stem cell,
endothelium)

Providing the
information of
NSC-vascular niche

No pericytes, astrocyte,
and neurons

Notch effectors regulate
differentiation and
self-renewal, more
actively around
endothelium

[87]

Vertical -aligned
neurovascular unit
(neuron, astrocyte,
pericyte, endothelium)

Offering perfusable
and selective
microvasculature

No neurons in device
Induction of
microvascular network
in 3D neural network

[88]

Neuroinflammation
Models

Vertical -aligned
neurovascular unit,
stimulated with TNF-α

Enable to check the
microglia activation
against TNF-α

No 3D culture of neural cells
Monitoring TEER value
and permeability by
TNF-α treatment

[93]

Tubular structured BBB
stimulated with TNF-α
and oxygen-glucose
deprivation

Providing immune cell
activation in ischemic
and inflamed condition

Only endothelium and
BBB structure

Monitoring TEER value
and permeability of
inflamed and
recovered state

[94]

Tubular structured
neurovascular unit
stimulated with TNF-α

Simple model to identify
contributions of
neuronal cells to the
neuroinflammation

No neurons and immune
cells in device

Measurement of
granulocyte
colony-stimulating
factor and interleukin-6

[95]

Neurological
Disorder Models

Horizontal -aligned
neurovascular unit for
organophosphate (OP)
toxicity screening

Offering OP testing
platform by emulating
hyper-cholinergic
activity in device

No pericyte in device
Monitoring
acetylcholinesterase
activity

[96]

Horizontal -aligned
neurovascular unit for
brain metastasis

Enable to examine brain
metastasis of cancer and
their therapeutic
responses

No neurons and immune
cells in device

Detection of transcytosis
of diverse cancer cells
and evaluate
drug efficacy

[97]

Neurospheroid for
mimicry of AD in
microfluidics

Induction of neuronal
degeneration by Aβ

with interstitial flow

No BBB structure with
barrier function

Evaluation of Aβ toxicity
by immunostaining [75]
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Figure 5. In vitro microfluidic-integrated neurological disorder models. (a) 3D model of BBB on a
microfluidic platform with microglia cells for observation immune-reaction of the TNF-α-mediated
neuroinflammation. Reproduced with permission from [94]. Copyright 2015, Springer Nature.
(b) Tubular structured neurovascular unit by pressure-driven viscous fingering method. It is stimulated
by TNF-α for emulating neuroinflammation. Reproduced with permission from [95]. Copyright 2016,
PLOS. (c) Horizontal-aligned neurovascular unit for organophosphate (OP) toxicity screening by 3D
tetra-culture for brain on chip. Reproduced with permission from [96]. Copyright 2018, Springer
Nature. (d) Horizontal-aligned neurovascular unit for brain metastasis. Each unit of this device consists
of four uniform BBB regions, one vascular channel, one gas channel, one gas valve and four gel channels.
Reproduced with permission from [97]. Copyright 2016 Springer Nature.

5. Future Perspective and Conclusions

For treating neuronal disorders, it has been reported that effective novel therapeutic agents have
been developed and applied to pre-clinical and clinical testing [100–102]. However, the development
of new drugs is sluggish because of it being a time-consuming and costly process and owing
to the use of inappropriate models, including in vitro static models and in vivo animal models.
Therefore, microfluidic-integrated in vitro NVU models, including BBB functionality, are utilized for
assessing drug efficacy by factoring in parameters such as delivery efficiency and successful treatment
rate. In this regard, the microfluidic-integrated NVU models are seen to perform two essential
functions. First, BBB transcytosis caused by drug candidates needs to be evaluated. Several attempts
have already been made to measure the transcytosis or penetration of diverse therapeutic agents
through the BBB. In particular, surface-functionalized nanoparticles accompanied by encapsulation
or surface-modification of drugs are an emerging technology for penetrating the BBB [103–105].
Chai et al. developed red blood cell membrane-coated nanoparticles with a CDX peptide, which is
derived from candoxin and shows a high-binding affinity with nicotinic acetylcholine receptors on the
surface of the endothelial cell [106]. Doxorubicin-loaded cell membrane-coated nanoparticles have
superior therapeutic efficacy and markedly reduce toxicity to neural cells as opposed to a nontargeted
drug. Fan et al. showed that heavy-chain ferritin (H-ferritin)-modified iron oxide nanocarriers
were transported across the intact BBB in both Transwell-based static model and healthy mice for
targeting glioma tumors [107]. H-ferritin enters and exits the BBB via an endosomal compartment
and specifically targets and enters glioma cells, and consequently kills glioma tumor cells. Such kinds
of transcytosis and therapeutic effects occur on using an in vitro NVU model or a neuronal disorder
model. Second, in situ and non-destructive monitoring of biological changes, including BBB integrity,
neural function, and inflammatory secretomes, should be functionalized on the neurovascular model
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for high-throughput and precise analysis against neurotoxic materials or drug candidates. The current
cell-based signal-monitoring platforms are mostly based on immunofluorescence, which warrants a
cellular fixation process that cannot be performed during in situ monitoring of neurons. The basis
of communication in NVU is electrical signals; therefore, neuron functionality can be monitored via
detection of electrical and electrochemical signals in cells as well as neurotransmitter secretions [108–111].
Based on the physiological phenomenon occurring in NVUs, electrical and electrochemical-based
sensing and screening platforms can be contemplated as an integrative functional unit, which facilitates
the development of new drugs and in turn providing more efficient screening platforms [112].

In this review, we discussed the recent developments of in vitro BBB models and NVU models that
mimic the human microphysiological system as an alternative to the existing animal and in vitro cell culture
models. In recent times, there are considerable shortcomings in microfluidic chip technologies pertaining to
the challenges of simulating physiological features similar to those associated with an in vivo human NVU
(Figure 6). However, the integration of a sensing platform with drug evaluation will offer a breakthrough
platform for developing effective therapeutic agents and facilitating early diagnosis of various neuronal
disorders, which can, in turn, improve biomedical, pharmaceutical, and clinical applications.

Figure 6. Comparison of the in vivo and in vitro neurovascular unit structure. (a) The schematics of
the in vivo human neurovascular unit. (b) Representative in vitro microfluidic-integrated NVU models
with vertically-aligned two microfluidic channels.
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